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1.1 About this document

Dear customer,

This manual aims to assist in the application of Metrolog’s P10 Smart Valve. Please observe 
the instructions contained herein for extended product life and best results during the 
install and setup process. 

This product has been developed and manufactured using state of the art components 
and techniques, and its functions carefully tested before shipping. Use of this equipment 
should comply with the guidelines described in this manual. In the case of improper 
usage, all warranty claims become void, and the risk and possible dangers will be under 
owner’s sole responsibility.

This manual is a component of the product. To have the information to hand whenever 
required, always keep it in a designated location close to where the device
is used.

Read this document carefully prior to installing and using this product.

Each person who works on or with this product must have read and understood the 
relevant sections of the manual, in particular, chapter “1.5 Safety Notes”. Furthermore, 
the owner must inform the staff about other dangers that might occur and safety 
procedures.

This document is intended for use by:

• Qualified technicians and engineers with knowledge of electronic, pneumatic and 
mechanical components;

• Qualified technicians specialized in industrial automation.

If you do not have the requisite knowledge, you should ask qualified technicians or 
individuals who have received appropriate instruction for assistance.

For technical questions or concerns not addressed in this manual contact Metrolog’s 
technical service representative. 

Possible changes in product specifications may occur without notice. You should note 
correspondence between the information contained in the manual and the equipment 
software/hardware versions. In the case of discrepancies contact Metrolog.

Metrolog continually strives to improve the quality of its technical documentation. If you 
have any questions or suggestions for improving this document, please contact us by 
email at doc@metrolog.net.
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1.2 Applicability

This document describes the installation and operation of Metrolog’s P10 Smart Valve. 
Additional documentation about the optional components are available online at 
www.metrolog.net/p10

Product codification:

Equipment:
• Metrolog P10 Smart Valve    P/N PVE00454

Optional sensor:
• CS101 capacitive proximity sensor   P/N PVE00464
• IS101 inductive proximity sensor   P/N PVE00465
• PMB101 through-beam photoelectric sensor  P/N PVE00466
• PMD101 diffuse photoelectric sensor   P/N PVE00467

Optional electromechanical components
• PB101 push button switch    P/N PVE00459
• SK101 selector switch     P/N PVE00460
• TFS101 footswitch     P/N PVE00463

Optional mounting components
• BR101 mounting connectors    P/N PVE00461
• BR102 mounting connectors    P/N PVE00462
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1.3 Conventions

Several graphics and typographic conventions are used in these documents:

BUTTON / KEY - Graphic marking for representation of a physical key or virtual button on 
the device interface. 

PARAMETER - Graphic marking for an adjustable parameter or light indication.

PARAMETER VALUE - Graphic marking of a particular content associated with a parameter 
(numerical value, alphanumeric text or symbol).

On the time diagrams the following identifications are used:

tA: defined valve open delay timing
tF: defined valve close delay timing
tI: defined maximum allowed inactive timing
tC: required time for valve commutation

Specific warnings or additional information may be found in some footnotes:

NOTE / WARNING

Identification of notes, instructions and relevant information to be observed. 

TIP / ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Identification of notes, instructions or usage tips.

!
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1.4 Typical applications

The P10 smart valve was designed for automatic on/off compressed air switching in 
pneumatic applications. 

The valve actuation occurs through a sensor signal or automation signal. Various 
adjustments and operating modes are available for setting the valve behavior in multiple 
situations. Embedded timers allow setup of delays and maximum inactivity allowance.

Some typical applications:

Air supply control and economy

• Compressed air release control on dimensional measurement systems based on air or 
air-electronic principle

• Digital single-touch air release or shut-off implementations
• Air supply control from PLC / HMI digital signal

Protection against compressed air waste

• Compressed air supply timing in coordinate measuring machines
• Automatic compressed air shut-off after work shift ends
• Automatic compressed air shut-off at non-working hours
• Automatic compressed air shut-off after no operator detection

Pneumatic systems safety

• Compressed air supply restriction during maintenance procedures
• Pneumatic protection interlocking based on sensor signals
• Control valve implementation with no-break power supply systems
• Applications that require static valve position even during power supply failure 

Several other applications traditionally implemented with solenoids valves can benefit 
from the use of the Metrolog P10 smart valve. Installation simplicity, lower power 
consumption and, embedded logic result in a more efficient implementation with a 
smaller footprint and smaller number of automation components.

Refer to Chapter 5, “Application examples”, page 57, for real-world application examples.
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1.5 Safety Notes

Safety notes are intended for protection at work and the prevention of accidents. They 
must be carefully observed. Always be aware that dangers are usually not obvious.

1. Read all instructions before installing and using the equipment;
2. Disconnect the equipment from the power outlet or power supply before cleaning it; 

Use only damp cloth, avoiding liquid remover or aerosol;
3. Do not use the equipment near water, oil or other liquid drips;
4. Do not place the equipment on uneven surfaces or at inadequate support fixture;
5. Never place the equipment near extreme heat sources;
6. Always use the correct power supply voltage indicated on the device label. For 

models that drain power directly from the communication interface, check the host 
equipment connector and power capabilities. If you are unsure of the correct voltages  
value or interface compatibility, inquire the local technical personnel;

7. To connect or disconnect the equipment cables, firmly hold the connector body. 
Never pull or apply strong force holding the cord cable;

8. Make sure all pneumatic hose is properly inserted into the quick fittings; remove 
pressure from the system prior to disconnecting them.

9. Except when clearly indicated in this manual do not attempt to open or repair 
the equipment. Repair attempt can lead to electrical accidents and expose you 
to unnecessary risks. Ask Metrolog about problems, preventive and corrective 
maintenance; 

10. Turn off the host device power supply (or external power supply) and have it serviced 
if any of the following situations occurs:

A.  The electrical cable is damaged or shows melting marks;
B.  If liquid of any kind seeps into the equipment;
C.  If it has been exposed to rain;
D.  If it is not operating correctly, as detailed in this manual;
E.  If it presents enclosure or connectors damage.

WARNING

In the case of failure or operational instability, the equipment must be shut down 
immediately and technical personnel informed.
The product contains sensitive components, which can not be user-serviceable. 
In no circumstances you should try to make repairs on your own, at the risk of 
equipment damage and electrical shock.

!
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1.6 Warranty

Metrolog equipment has a warranty of (06) months from the purchase date. During the 
warranty period, the equipment can be repaired at no labor or spare parts cost to the 
owner. 

The warranty is void if the defect was caused by misuse, falls, knocks, incorrect connection 
of cables and connectors, if the equipment has been handled to an unauthorized person 
or if the damage was caused by fire, flood or unforeseeable and unavoidable cases. 

All warranty claims may become void at Metrolog sole discretion, based on the caused of 
the reported defects.

Damaged equipment maintenance must be conducted at Metrolog Controles de Medição 
Ltda facilities. Equipment owner is responsible for all transport and insurance costs.

Metrolog reserves the right to change any information in this manual as well as technical 
specifications of the equipment without prior notice.
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2.1 General technical specifications

Type Digitally controlled 3/2 shut-off valve with electromechanical actuation

Connection Push in fittings for 6mm OD tube

Fluid compatibility Industrial compressed air

Operating pressure 0 to 10 bar (0 to 145psi)
maximum vacuum: 750 mmHg

Typical flow 85 l/min at 2bar
170 l/min at 4bar
340 l/min at 8bar

Valve switching time 700ms (opening or closing)

Working modes
      Follower
       Bistable

       Timer
       Slave (automation)

Change the valve position based on sensor signal and timers
Change the valve position based on detection of sensor signal edge events and 
timers
Timer valve opening or closing according to sensor trigger / retrigger signal
Valve position controlled by external automation signals

Valve life > 2,500,000 changes

Embedded timers
       Close delay
       Open delay
       Maximum inactivity time

Adjustable from 1 second to 100 hours, or inactive (zero)
Adjustable from 1 second to 100 hours, or inactive (zero)
Adjustable from 1 second to 100 hours, or inactive (infinite)

Indication LEDs
       Timing
       Sensor signal
       Auxiliary supply error
       Valve position
       Power supply
       Maintenance warning

Indication of timing event in progress
Indication of external sensor logic level
Indication of over-current or short-cut on the auxiliary +24VDC power supply
Indication of the valve current position (opened or closed)
Indication of connected power supply (AC or DC)
Stop recommendation for preventive equipment maintenance

Input signals
        Sensor
   
       Automation, open and 
      close valve

Isolated photo-coupled input, with reversing, over-voltage and short-circuit 
protection
Photo-coupled input, with reversion, over-voltage and short-circuit protection

Outputs
       Auxiliary power supply

       Sensor signal

       Synchrony signal

+24VDC auxiliary power supply (70mA max.) Power supply of external sensor or 
other automation components
Mirror output of the input signal sensor; for external signaling or cascading 
equipment
Valve position output signal; for external signaling or cascading equipment

Additional features Internal self-diagnosis with working time and valve switching cycles monitoring
Input signal debounce function
Permission selection for timer retrigger
Selection of up or down edge trigger detection
Input sensor polarity inversion
Valve normally open or normally closed selection
Momentary switches for valve opening or closing test

Power supply AC: 85~264VAC, 50~60Hz, 6VAMax

DC: 24VDC, 6VAMax

Protection grade IP53, IEC 60529 (IP43 when in an environment with conductive dust)
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Power requirements <1W in standby (opened or closed valve), without external components
<3W in standby (opened or closed valve), with connected IS101 sensor
<6W during valve actuation (valve actuation in 700ms)

Temperature
       Operational
       Storage

0  to +45ºC (+32 to +113ºF)
-15 to +55ºC (+5 to +131ºF)

Environmental humidity 80% maximum relative humidity, non-condensing

Dimensions 116 x 125 x 150 mm (enclosure)

Weight 1.7 kg

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice.

2.2 Dimensional characteristics
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Figure 2-1. P10 valve outer dimensions
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2.3 Power supply and I/O port characteristics

On the rear panel of the P10 valve, there is access to the power, interface connectors with 
sensors and external signals, as indicated in “Figure 2-2. Input ports, output ports and, 
power supply”. Electrical characteristics of each interface are detailed in the following 
chapters.

Figure 2-2. Input ports, output ports and, power supply

2.3.1 Power supply

The P10 valve has an internal power supply that must be connected to the main power 
network through the PS-AC  connector (power cable included). The power supply features 
EMI suppressor and surge protection.

Optionally it is possible to power the P10 valve with + 24VDC through the PS-DC  
connector. This power input is protected against polarity reversal and overvoltage. Please 
observe polarity indication on the equipment label.

WARNING

When AC power is used, make sure that the center pin is connected to the electrical 
system ground. For safety reasons do not modify the cable connector or use a 3-pin 
to 2-pin adapter.
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Typically only one of the power connectors will be used.

In special situations, such as connecting the valve to the emergency supply system, it is 
possible to use both power supply ports at the same time. In this scenario, the AC power 
will take precedence over the + 24VDC power supply. In the event of an AC power failure, 
the equipment will automatically switch the power supply to the DC supply, without 
interrupting its operation.

2.3.2 Auxiliary +24VDC power output

The P10 valve provides an auxiliary power supply + 24VDC (+/- 10%), output +24VAUX , with 
a current capacity of 70mA. This output has protection and indication of overcurrent and 
accidental voltage injection.

The auxiliary power must be connected with reference to COM , and allows a convenient 
way for powering up connected sensor or other auxiliary automation components.

2.3.3 Sensor input port

The “Figure 2-3. Simplified sensor input port schematic” shows the basic structure for the 
sensor input port.

IS

Figure 2-3. Simplified sensor input port schematic

The input is photocoupled and the signal is detected when the current Is flows from  to 
. Typically the input  should be supplied with a voltage between 10 and 30VDC and 
 connected to the power supply negative reference. The typical input activation current 

is 30mA at 24VDC excitation voltage.
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2.3.4 Input ports - Valve open and close commands

A “Figure 2-4. Simplified command input port schematic” shows the basic structure for 
the command input ports.

IS

COM 

Figure 2-4. Simplified command input port schematic

The structure of the digital input ports OPEN  and CLOSE  are similar to the structure 
of the sensor input, except for the internal connection of the photocoupler cathode 
to the COM  common reference. Signal detection occurs when Is current flows to  

COM . The inputs must be operated within 10VDC and 30VDC voltage range. The typical 
input activation current is 30mA at 24VDC excitation.

The inputs also have a test button accessible on equipment rear panel. The push buttons 
are available for testing and debugging during valve installation, allowing immediate 
valve condition change.

The input signal OPEN , when present, causes immediate valve opening, regardless of the 
equipment configuration. This signal can be used for slave valve actuation by an external 
automation system or for manual bypass implementation.

The input signal CLOSE , analogously, causes the valve to close immediately, regardless of 
the equipment configuration.

Test button
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2.3.5 Output ports - Sensor and Synchrony mirror signals

A “Figure 2-5. Simplified output ports schematic” shows the basic structure for the 
available output ports.

IS

Figure 2-5. Simplified output ports schematic

The output ports change to high impedance condition when inactive, and to a low 
impedance driver with 24V (+/- 10%) output voltage when active. When active, the output 
drivers have a nominal current capacity of 70mA. 

When connecting the P10’s output port to other equipment digital input port, it is 
recommended to add a pull-down resistor (4.7 to 10 kohm) for proper detection of low 
logic state. The outputs have over current protection, short circuit and reverse voltage 
injection protection.

The SENSOR  output follows the signal present at the sensor input port. This output can 
be used to retransmit the sensor signal to other P10 valves or to control other external 
automation components. 

The SINC  output follows the valve position. This output assumes + 24V when the valve 
is open (or during the opening transition), or assumes high impedance condition when 
closed (or during closing transition) 

2.4 Pneumatic characteristics

Valve P10 is a 3/2-way single-way flow shut-off valve, as indicated in “Figure 2-6. P10 valve 
inlet and outlet”.

Figure 2-6. P10 valve inlet and outlet

INPUT OUTPUT
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The equipment has quick fitting connections for 6mm outer diameter hoses.

When open, airflow occurs from the input located on the rear panel (indication ) to 
the output located on the front panel (indication S), as symbol displayed in “Figure 2-7.  
Pneumatic Symbol - Opened P10 Valve”.

S

Figure 2-7.  Pneumatic Symbol - Opened P10 Valve

When closed, the air supply is completely blocked (indication )  and the output 
(indication S) is connected to the atmosphere through an internal exhaust (indication 

), as symbol displayed in “Figure 2-8. Pneumatic Symbol - Closed P10 Valve”.

S

Figure 2-8. Pneumatic Symbol - Closed P10 Valve

The valve allows working pressure between 0 and 10 bar and supports maximum vacuum 
of 750mmHg.

Typical valve flow is shown in “Figure 2-9. Flow versus working pressure graph”.
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2.5 Dynamic valve behavior

The P10 valve, unlike other types of valves (solenoid valves and needle valves, for example), 
releases and blocks the flow of compressed air in a progressive and timed manner. This 
feature minimizes transient turbulence and the propagation of hammer blows in the 
pneumatic network.

This feature is especially desired in dimensional measurement applications which 
employ compressed air. The sensitivity to transients in this type of application limits the 
application of standard pneumatic automation components.

Upon receipt of the switching signal from the onboard logic of the valve or external 
automation signal, the valve starts a cycle of movement that lasts about 700ms. During 
the valve transient switching it is not possible to change its position or interrupt its 
repositioning in mid-stroke.

In situations where switching commands occur sequentially and at intervals shorter than 
the time required for repositioning completion, the valve will complete the movement 
and then begin the reversal process, thus ensuring the complete execution of all switching 
cycles. 
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3.1 Choice of Installation location

Metrolog P10 smart valves are robust devices designed for continuous operation in 
industrial environments. However, some recommendations should be observed to 
minimize maintenance:

• Place the machine on a flat, smooth surface;
• Avoid mounting locations with vibration;
• Keep it away from liquids and strong magnetic fields;
• It is recommended to fix the equipment and external components as described in 

section “3.2 Fixing using the T8 slots”;
• Check the power supply requirements and make electrical connections with adequate 

protection and insulation

WARNING

Particular attention should be taken when connecting the device to external devices. 
Use shielded cables and EM suppressors to minimize the possibility of equipment 
interference.!
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3.2 Fixing using the T8 slots

The P10 valve housing is compatible with fastening components used in aluminum 
profiles with standard 8mm grooves (T8 slot), as shown in Figure 3-1.  

 8
  7,80 

 1
6 

Figure 3-1. Basic dimensions of the T8 mounting grooves (in mm)

Figure 3-2 shows some of the most common components available on the market.
Other mounting components, such as connecting screws and angle brackets, can be used 
to integrate the valve into different structures.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-2. Standard mounting components for 8mm groove

(a) “T” nut, (b) Sliding block with lock and (c) “T” screw
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Valve P10 can be oriented in any direction or position. However, it is recommended that 
the selected position limits access to rear controls and cabling, thereby minimizing the 
risk of unauthorized configuration changes or accidental cable disconnection.

For attachment of multiple P10 units, it is recommended to, use the BR101 and BR102 
mounting connectors, as detailed in the chapter “3.7 Mounting multiple P10 valves”, page 
34.
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3.3 Power supply

The P10 valve must be powered from the main power network (85 ~ 265VAC, 50 ~ 60Hz, 
maximum 6VA consumption) using the connector PS-AC  (included power cable) or 
through the PS-DC  power input (+ 24VDC, of maximum 6VA), as shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. P10 valve AC and DC power connectors

The + 24VDC power supply through the PS-DC  connector is especially useful in installations 
that must comply with safety standards (NR-12, EN 62061, ISO 13849-1, among others).

Typically only one of the power supplies must be present. In special applications, however, 
both power inputs are allowed to be present simultaneously. In this implementation, the 
AC power via the PS-AC  connector will take precedence. In case of failure of AC power the 
equipment will automatically switch to the DC power supplied via the PS-DC  connector.

WARNING

When AC power is used, make sure that the center pin is connected to the electrical 
system ground. For safety reasons do not modify the cable connector or use a 3-pin 
to 2-pin adapter.

PS-AC

PS
-D

C

!
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3.4 Pneumatic connection

The pneumatic connections must use hoses specific for compressed air application, with 
an external diameter of 6mm. The hoses should be cut with appropriate cutting pliers, 
keeping the cutting face flat and perpendicular.

The equipment has quick fitting connectors. To install the hose simply insert it into the 
quick fitting and push until it seats at the bottom of the connector.

To remove it press the plastic ring against the quick fit connector and pull the hose 
simultaneously. Removal should be effortless. Removal is only possible when the hose 
depressurized.

Avoid excessive hose curvature, especially near equipment connections.

Note the flow direction of the compressed air as shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Pneumatic connection and flow direction on the P10 valve
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3.5 Sensors and automation components connection

the P10 valve actuation is triggered by a signal from an external sensor, an automation 
component, or through a signal from other control equipment (PLC, HMI, etc.).

The sensor input is compatible with

• Inductive proximity sensor (PNP or NPN)
• Capacitive proximity sensor (PNP or NPN)
• Diffuse, retroreflective or barrier photoelectric sensor (PNP or NPN)
• Automation components with dry contact (footswitch, pushbutton, relay, among 

others)
• Automation digital signals (open collector or with compatible output driver) 

The connection diagrams in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show an NPN and PNP sensor 
connection using the auxiliary +24VAUX  power supply. The connected sensor should 
operate at + 24VDC and withstand a working current of at least 30mA.
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Figure 3-5. NPN sensor connection diagram using + 24VDC auxiliary power supply
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Figure 3-6. PNP sensor connection diagram using + 24VDC auxiliary power supply

The connection diagrams in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 indicate the NPN and PNP sensor 
connection to the P10 valve using an external DC power supply. The external power 
supply should output voltage between 10 and 30VDC and have sufficient current capacity 
for powering the sensor and the equipment input (30mA). Small power supplies (24VDC, 
5W) are typically suitable.

An external power supply is required in some specific situations:

• Sensor requires supply voltage other than 24VDC;
• The current required by the sensor is greater than the maximum available current  of 

the +24VAUX  auxiliary power supply;
• Multiple sensors are required and connected in parallel, requiring power source with 

greater current capacity;
• The application requires separation of the internal source of the P10 valve from the 

source used by the sensors and/or external automation components;

Sensors can be 3 or 4 wire, normally opened or normally closed (sensor polarity reversal 
can be accomplished using the dip switch #7, as detailed in section “4.1.2 Configuration 
switches (dip-switches)”, page 38)
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Figure 3-7. NPN sensor connection diagram using external power supply

In situations where galvanic isolation is required, the sensor input current flow can occur 
only from  to  without connecting the common pin COM  to the external power 
supply. The sensor input is photo-coupled and will remain floating relative to the other 
valve connection pins. It is only recommended that separate systems share common 
ground, thus avoiding excess differential voltage between the external and internal 
power supply.

The P10 product line has several optional sensors for quick integration. These optional 
components come with a pre-assembled connector, simplifying the installation process. 
See www.metrolog.net/p10 for information on sensors:

• CS101 Capacitive Proximity Sensor
• IS101 Inductive proximity sensor
• PMB101 Through-beam photoelectric sensor
• PMD101 Diffuse photoelectric sensor
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Figure 3-8. PNP sensor connection diagram using external power supply

The connection diagrams in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 display the usual way of connecting 
dry contact switch to the sensor input pins. Internal +24VAUX  or external power can be used. 
Mechanical components (button, footswitch, etc.) or electromechanical (relay, contactors, 
etc.) can be used.

The P10 product line has several optional components for quick integration. These 
optional components come with a pre-assembled connector, simplifying the installation 
process. See www.metrolog.net/p10 for accessories:

• PB101 Push button switch
• SK101 Selector switch
• TFS101 Footswitch

(*) NOTE

The specified colors for the PNP and NPN sensors of the diagrams Figure 3-5, 
Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8, are a standard adopted by several sensor 
manufacturers but may change. Be sure to check the function of each sensor wire 
before connecting to the P10 valve.
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Figure 3-9. Dry contact connection diagram using auxiliary +24VDC power supply
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Figure 3-10. Dry contact connection diagram using external power supply
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3.6 Automation inputs and outputs

In addition to the dedicated sensor input, the P10 valve has two outputs and two inputs 
for connection to other P10 valves or other automation equipment, as shown in Figure 
3-11.
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Figure 3-11. Auxiliary inputs and outputs for automation

The output SENSOR  follows the signal at the sensor input. This output can be used for 
retransmission of the sensor signal to other P10 valves or for controlling other external 
automation components. When active (high logic level), the output voltage is 24V (+/-
10%) in reference to the common pin COM , with a current capacity of 70mA; when 
inactive (low logic level) the output has high impedance.

Figure 3-12 shows a typical example of using the output SENSOR , where the signal from an 
NPN sensor connected to a P10 valve is retransmitted to a second P10 valve. Analogously, 
multiple P10 valves can be sequentially connected, connecting the output SENSOR  to the 
input  of the subsequent valve. The reference pin COM  must be connected to all valves 
in the assembly.
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The output SINC  follows the actual valve position. This output assumes high logic level + 
24V when the valve is open (or during an opening transition), or assumes high impedance 
condition when closed (or during a closing transition). The output has a nominal voltage 
of 24V (+/- 10%) in reference to the pin COM  and current capacity of 70mA.

Figure 3-12 shows a typical example of using the output SINC , where the valve condition 
of the master unit (where the sensor is connected) is mirrored to a second slave P10 
valve. In this assembly the master valve can be configured based on the application 
requirements (delay timers, inactivity and, dip-switches) and the slave valve will just 
follow the valve opening and closing. The reference pin COM  must be connected to all 
valves in the assembly.

Up to two P10 valves can be connected to one SINC  output. For assemblies with three or 
more valves use a sequential connection topology, connect the SINC  output from one 
valve to the OPEN  input of the subsequent valve.
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The digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  allow direct valve actuation and are particularly 
useful for integration into existing automation systems. The inputs must be powered with 
voltage a range from 10V to 30VDC. The typical input activation current is 30mA at 24VDC 
excitation voltage. The reference pin COM  must be shared between the valve and the 
external automation equipment.

Figure 3-14 shows a typical example where the P10 valve is connected to a PLC 
(programmable logic controller). It is important to note that the PLC must supply power 
to trigger the P10 automation inputs. If the PLC used only allows to drain current (sink, 
typically open collector structure) it is necessary to employ an auxiliary relay to drive the 
P10 input.
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Figure 3-14. Connection example of the digital automation inputs

On the rear panel, below the digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE , there are buttons. These 
buttons allow momentary change of the valve condition by the internally activating the 
input ports. The buttons are available quick tests and logic debugging during installation.

NOTE

The activation of  OPEN  or CLOSE  inputs will interrupt any other equipment 
functions and cause the immediate change of the valve position.

If both inputs are triggered simultaneously, the input CLOSE  will take precedence 
and the valve will remain closed until the operating conditions change.
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3.7 Mounting multiple P10 valves

Multiple P10 valves can be assembled together using the BR101 and BR102 mounting 
connectors (optional components).

The BR101 connectors allow horizontal units attachment as shown in “Figure 3-15. BR101 
mounting connectors”.

Figure 3-15. BR101 mounting connectors

Analogously, the BR102 connectors allow vertical stacking of P10 valve assemblies, as 
shown in “Figure 3-16. BR102 mounting connectors”.

Additional information about the mounting connectors available at
www.metrolog.net/p10
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Use in conjunction with
connector kit P/N BR101

Figure 3-16. BR102 mounting connectors
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4.1 Interface and Signaling

4.1.1 Timers

On the rear panel of the P10 valve, three adjustable timers can be accessed. These timers 
allow adjustment of the valve opening delay time, the valve closing delay time, and the 
maximum inactivity time allowed, as shown in Figure 4-1. The cursors adjustment must 
be carried out using a small screwdriver.
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Figure 4-1. P10 valve timers

Each timer has a time base and a multiplier. The time is defined by the chosen time base 
multiplied by the chosen multiplier.

The time base allows selection of the values   0, 1 second, 10 seconds, 100 seconds, 10 
minutes, 100 minutes, 10 hours, 100 hours and infinite (according to timer applicability). 
The selection of values   is discrete, and the equipment will use the time base closest to the 
cursor position.

The multiplier setting is continuous and allows the cursor to be positioned anywhere on 
the scale, between x0.1 and x1.
Choosing a time base of 10s and multiplier of x0.4 sets the timer to 4 seconds. Similarly, a 
time base of 100m and multiplier of x0.35 define the timer to 35 minutes.

For the close delay and open delay timers, it is possible to position the time base cursor 
in the region of 0 (zero). In this position, the multiplier cursor has no function and the 
timer will remain inactive.

For the maximum inactivity timer, it is possible to position the time base cursor in the 
region of ¥ (infinity). In this position, the multiplier cursor has no function, and the 
maximum inactivity timer will remain inactive.

Check the applicability of each timer, in each of the operating modes available, starting at 
chapter “4.2 Operating mode #1 - Follower”, page 41.
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4.1.2 Configuration switches (dip-switches)

On the rear panel of the P10 valve, you can access a set of eight adjustment switches, or 
dip-switches, as shown in Figure 4-2.

(1)
Mode
000 - Follower
010 - Bistable
001 - Timer
111 - Slave

Switch - position 0 / 1
4 - Debounce active / inactive
5 - Retrigger no / allowed
6 - Border sensitive up / down
7 - Sensor normal / inverted
8 - Normally closed / open

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)
MODE

Figure 4-2. Adjustment switches (dip-switches)

The first three keys (identification 1-2-3) allow adjustment of the valve operating mode:

• Position 000 selects the follower mode. See page 41 for details;
• Position 010 selects the bistable mode. See page 45 for details;
• Position 001 selects the timer mode. See page 51 for details;
• Position 111 selects the slave mode. See page 55 for details;

The dip-switch 4 activates (position 0) or inactivates (position 1) the debounce 
functionality. This functionality limits sequential transitions of the input signal within a 
period of 250ms. Debounce is especially useful in the bistable mode, eliminating the 
possibility of sequential signal triggers due to noise or mechanical rebound.

The dip-switch 5 applies only to the timer mode, allowing (position 1) or not (position 0) 
timing restart after detection of a new input signal transition.

The dip-switch 6 defines the signal edge sensitivity to rising edge (position 0) or falling 
edge (position 1). This setting applies only to the bistable mode and timer mode.

The dip-switch 7 allows the input signal to be reversed (position 1). This switch allows 
easy reversal of valve activation logic without electrical sensor wiring modifications.

The dip-switch 8 defines the valve state when in standby or undefined actuation mode. 
Position 0 defines that the valve will remain closed (NC) and position (1) defines that the 
valve will remain open (NO).

DIP-SWITCHES POSITIONS

Invalid combinations on the operating mode selector switches will automatically 
activate the follower mode.

All keys are factory set to (0). 
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4.1.3 Signaling and diagnostic LEDs

The P10 valve has several LED indicators on the front and rear panels as indicated in Table 
4-1 e Table 4-2.

Signaling Meaning

~  Power supply connected to the equipment (AC and/or DC).

VALVE
OPENED

 Valve in open position.

 Valve in the process of opening.

VALVE
CLOSED

 Valve in close position.

 Valve in the process of closing.

 Recommended preventive maintenance.
(see section “4.7 Preventive maintenance”, page 56).

 Internal problem detected during self-diagnosis
(see section  “4.6 Self-diagnosis”, page 56)

Caption:  = Led continuously on and  = Led blinking

Table 4-1. Front panel LEDs

Signaling Meaning

Temporizando  Indicates timing event in progress.

+ AUX
24V  Indicates excessive current or short circuit in the

auxiliary power supply + 24VDC output

S  Indicates presence of signal at sensor input

Caption:  = Led continuously on and  = Led blinking

Table 4-2. Read panel LEDs
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4.1.4 Quick activation buttons

Below the automation digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  there are two momentary push 
buttons are available. These buttons allow direct valve actuation and are particularly 
useful for integration into existing automation systems.
For functional details of the digital inputs associated these buttons, see chapter “3.6 
Automation inputs and outputs”, page 31.

4.1.5 Input and outputs

The P10 valve’s rear connector allows quick installation of a proximity sensor (inductive, 
capacitive, photoelectric, among others), plus interface of input and output signals for 
integration with other automation components.

See chapter “3.6 Automation inputs and outputs”, page 31, for examples and functional 
details of the digital inputs and outputs.

For technical details of the interfaces see chapter “2.3 Power supply and I/O port 
characteristics”, page 14.
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4.2 Operating mode #1 - Follower

The operating mode #1, known as Follower, changes the valve position based on the  
sensor logic level, opening delay timer (tA), closing delay timer (tF) and maximum inactivity 
timer (tI). To select this mode, set the dip-switches 1-2-3 to position (0)-(0)-(0). The time 
(tC) corresponds to the time required for the valve commutation.

A Figure 4-3 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(0)=valve normally closed.

tF

tC tC tC tC

tA tA tI

Figure 4-3. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower (DIP8=0, normally closed)

The diagram in Figure 4-3 shows two valve commutation cycles. On the left side, a typical 
commutation cycle is shown, with the opening delay (tA) and closing delay (tF). On the 
right is shown a commutation cycle in which the maximum allowed inactivity time (tI) is 
violated and, consequently, the valve is closed.

A Figure 4-4 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(1)=valve normally opened. In analogy to the diagram in Figure 4-3 two distinct cycle 
conditions are demonstrated.

tA

tC tC tC tC

tF tF tI

Figure 4-4. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower (DIP8=1, normally opened)

TIMERS

The open delay timer (tA) and/or close delay timer (tF)  can be set to zero so that 
the valve follows the sensor logic level. The maximum inactivity timer can be set to 
infinity (¥) to inactivate it.
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4.2.1 Timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle

The timing diagrams in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of cycle interruption during its initial time delay. In this event, the valve returns to standby 
mode, without changing the valve position.

tA

Figure 4-5. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=0, normally closed)

tF

Figure 4-6. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=1, normally opened)

4.2.2 Timer interruption at the end of the cycle

The time diagrams in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8  indicate the valve behavior in the event of 
cycle interruption during its final time delay. In this event, the valve stops the close delay 
timer and starts the maximum inactivity timer. If the inactivity timer is inactive (set to ¥) 
the cycle will continue normally until further change of the sensor’s logic level.
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Figure 4-7. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, timer interruption at the end of the cycle 
(DIP8=0, normally closed)
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tA

tC tC

tF tI

Figure 4-8. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, timer interruption at the end of the cycle (DIP8=1, 
normally opened)

4.2.3 Interruption at the beginning of valve commutation

The time diagrams in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of interruption during the beginning of the valve commutation cycle. In this event, the 
cycle will continue normally, including the timer delay (open or close delay, according 
to DIP8 dip-switch configuration) and the valve reverses commutation at the end of the 
cycle.

tFtA

tC tC

Figure 4-9. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, valve interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=0, normally closed)
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Figure 4-10. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, valve interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=1, normally opened)
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4.2.4 Retrigger at the end of valve commutation

The time diagrams in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of new trigger signal during the end of valve commutation from a previous cycle. In this 
event, the previous cycle will be finalized, and a new cycle will be started immediately 
after the previous cycle is completed.

tFtA tA

tC tCtC

Figure 4-11. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, valve interruption at the end of the cycle (DIP8=0, 
normally closed)

tAtF tF

tC tCtC

Figure 4-12. Time diagram Mode #1 - Follower, valve interruption at the end of the cycle (DIP8=1, 
normally opened)

4.2.5 Automation signals

The digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  (for details see chapter “3.6 Automation inputs 
and outputs”, page 31, should typically remain inactive for normal operation of the 
command logic in Mode #1 - Follower.

The activation of the inputs OPEN  or CLOSE  immediately changes the valve position (if 
necessary) and puts the equipment in slave mode, disrupting and disabling any feature 
of Mode # 1 - Follower.

If input signals  OPEN  and CLOSE  are suppressed, the equipment returns to normal 
operation by re-enabling Mode #1 - Follower in standby mode. If the sensor is active at 
that time, the valve commutation cycle is immediately started, as detailed in this chapter.
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4.3 Operating mode #2 - Bistable

The operating mode #2, known as Bistable, performs valve commutation according to 
sensor logic transition, opening delay timer (tA), closing delay timer (tF) and maximum 
inactivity timer (tI). To select this mode, set the dip-switches 1-2-3 to position (0)-(1)-(0). 
The time (tC) corresponds to the time required for the valve commutation.

Figure 4-13 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(0)=valve normally closed, and the dip-switch #6 is set to (0)=signal edge sensitivity to 
rising edge.

tF

tC tC tC tC

tA tA tI

Figure 4-13. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge)

The diagram in Figure 4-13 shows two valve commutation cycles. On the left side, a typical 
commutation cycle is shown, with the opening delay timer (tA) and closing delay timer 
(tF) after detection of a signal pulse. On the right is shown a commutation cycle in which 
the maximum inactivity timer (tI) is violated and, consequently, the valve closes.

Figure 4-14 displays the basic timing diagram, considering that dip-switch #8 is set 
to (1)=valve normally opened and dip-switch #6 is set to (0)=signal edge sensitivity 
to rising edge. Similar to the diagram in Figure 4-13 two distinct cycle conditions are 
illustrated.
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Figure 4-14. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge)
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By changing dip-switch #6 to position (1) it is possible to trigger event at the falling edge 
of the sensor signal.

Figure 4-15 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(0)=valve normally closed and the dip-switch #6 is set to (1)=signal edge sensitivity to 
falling edge.

tF

tC tC tC tC

tA tA tI

Figure 4-15. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=1, signal edge 
sensitivity to falling edge)

Figure 4-16 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(1)=valve normally opened and the dip-switch #6 is set to (1)=signal edge sensitivity to 
falling edge.

tA

tC tC tC tC

tF tF tI

Figure 4-16. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=1, signal edge 
sensitivity to falling edge)

TIMERS

The open delay timer (tA) and/or close delay timer (tF)  can be set to zero so that the 
valve starts the commutation cycle just after detection of the sensor signal edge 
change. The maximum inactivity timer can be set to infinity (¥) to inactivate it.
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4.3.1 Timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle

The timing diagrams in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 indicate the valve behavior in the 
event of cycle interruption during its initial time delay. In this event, the valve returns to 
standby mode, without changing the valve position.

tA

Figure 4-17. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

tF

Figure 4-18. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, timer interruption at the beginning of the cycle 
(DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

4.3.2 Timer interruption at the end of the cycle

The time diagrams in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of cycle interruption during its final time delay. In this event, the valve stops the close 
delay timer and starts the maximum inactivity timer. If the inactivity timer is inactive (set 
to ¥ ) the cycle will continue normally until further detection of sensor pulse signal.
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tA tI

Figure 4-19. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, timer interruption at the end of the cycle 
(DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)
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tA

tC tC

tF tI

Figure 4-20. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, timer interruption at the end of the cycle 
(DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

4.3.3 Interruption at the beginning of valve commutation

The time diagrams in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of interruption during the beginning of the valve commutation cycle. In this event, the 
cycle will continue normally, including the timer delay (open or close delay, according 
to DIP8 dip-switch configuration) and the valve reverse commutation at the end of the 
cycle.

tFtA

tC tC

Figure 4-21. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, valve interruption at the beginning of valve 
commutation (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

tAtF

tC tC

Figure 4-22. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, valve interruption at the beginning of valve 
commutation (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)
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4.3.4 Retrigger at the end of valve commutation

The time diagrams in Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 indicate the valve behavior in the event 
of new trigger signal during the end of valve commutation from a previous cycle. In this 
event, the previous cycle will be finalized, and a new cycle will be started immediately 
after the previous cycle is completed.

tFtA tA

tC tCtC

Figure 4-23. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, valve interruption at the end of the valve 
commutation (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

tAtF tF

tC tCtC

Figure 4-24. Time diagram Mode #2 - Bistable, valve interruption at the end of the valve 
commutation (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge sensitivity to rising edge)

4.3.5 Sequential pulse processing

The P10 valve allows capture of only one pulse during each of the events that occur 
during a full valve cycle. Events are considered to be the timer operations and valve 
commutation periods.

Additionally, it is possible to limit the time between sequential pulses by setting dip-
switch DIP4=0, debounce active. When this function is active, sequential pulses will be 
processed only a if minimum period of 250ms has occurred between them.

The debounce function is especially useful in implementations with push buttons, where 
mechanical rebound can occur and cause improper sequential valve commutations.
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4.3.6 Automation signals

The digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  (for details see chapter “3.6 Automation inputs 
and outputs”, page 31) should typically remain inactive for normal operation of the 
command logic in Mode #2 - Bistable.

The activation of the inputs OPEN  or CLOSE  immediately changes the valve position (if 
necessary) and puts the equipment in slave mode, disrupting and disabling any feature 
of Mode #2 - Bistable.

If input signals  OPEN  and CLOSE  are suppressed, the equipment returns to normal 
operation by re-enabling Mode #2 - Bistable in standby mode. If the valve condition is in 
disagreement with the setting of dip-switch #8 (normally opened or normally closed), the 
valve will change its position and return to standby mode. 
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4.4 Operating mode #3 - Timer

The operating mode #3, known as Timer, performs valve commutation according to 
sensor logic transition, opening delay timer (tA), closing delay timer (tF) and maximum 
inactivity timer (tI). To select this mode, set the dip-switches 1-2-3 to position (0)-(0)-(1). 
The time (tC) corresponds to the time required for the valve commutation.

Figure 4-25 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(0)=valve normally closed, and the dip-switch #6 is set to (0)=signal edge sensitivity to 
rising edge.

tC tC

tA tI

Figure 4-25. Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge)

The diagram in Figure 4-25 it is possible to observe an initial trigger event followed by the 
opening delay timer (tA) and valve opening. In mode #3 - Timer, the maximum inactivity 
time (tI) defines the time the valve will remain open. After the timer has expired, the valve 
returns to the default condition, and the device returns to standby mode.

Figure 4-26 shows an analog situation, considering setting dip-switch #8 in position 
(1) = valve normally opened, and setting dip-switch #6 to position (0) = signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge.

tC tC

tF tI

Figure 4-26. Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge)
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Changing dip-switch #6 to position (1) it is possible to trigger the initial event by sensing 
the falling edge of the sensor signal.

Figure 4-27 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(0)=valve normally closed and the dip-switch #6 is set to (1)=signal edge sensitivity to 
falling edge.

tC tC

tA tI

Figure 4-27. Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=0, normally closed and DIP6=1, signal edge 
sensitivity to falling edge)

Figure 4-28 shows the basic timing diagram, considering dip-switch #8 is set to position 
(1)=valve normally opened and the dip-switch #6 is set to (1)=signal edge sensitivity to 
falling edge.

tC tC

tF tI

Figure 4-28. Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=1, normally opened and DIP6=1, signal edge 
sensitivity to falling edge)
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The open delay timer (tA) and/or close delay timer (tF) can be set to zero so that the 
valve immediately follows the sensor edge detection.
If the inactivity timer is set to infinity (¥) the valve commutation will occur and can 
only be aborted by signal injection on the digital input pins OPEN  or CLOSE .
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4.4.1 Timing restart

Set dip-switch #5 controls the timing restart permission after cycle start.

The timing diagram of Figure 4-29 shows the operation with dip-switch #5 set to (0)=do 
not allow timing restart. It is possible to observe that after cycle initialization the 
subsequent pulse is ignored and the timer continues normally.

tC tC

tA tI

Figure 4-29.  Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=0, normally closed, DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge and DIP5=0, timing restart not allowed)

The timing diagram of Figure 4-30 shows the operation with dip-switch #5 set to (1)=allow 
timing restart. It is possible to observe that after cycle initialization the subsequent pulse 
restart the timing, thus extending the total cycle time.

tC tC

tA tItI

Figure 4-30. Time diagram Mode #3 - Timer (DIP8=0, normally closed, DIP6=0, signal edge 
sensitivity to rising edge and DIP5=1, timing restart allowed)
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4.4.2 Sequential pulse processing

In operating mode #3 - Timer, sequential pulses will only restart the timer, if dip-switch #5 
is set to (1)=allow timing restart. Otherwise only the initial pulse is processed, and any 
additional pulses within the measurement cycle are ignored.

4.4.3 Automation signals

The digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  (for details see chapter “3.6 Automation inputs 
and outputs”, page 31) should typically remain inactive for normal operation of the 
command logic in Mode #3 - Timer.

The activation of the inputs OPEN  or CLOSE  immediately changes the valve position (if 
necessary) and puts the equipment in slave mode, disrupting and disabling any feature 
of Mode #3 - Timer.

If input signals  OPEN  and CLOSE  are suppressed, the equipment returns to normal 
operation by re-enabling Mode #3 - Timer in standby mode. If the valve condition is in 
disagreement with the setting of dip-switch #8 (normally opened or normally closed), the 
valve will change its position and return to standby mode.

During the operation cycle of Mode #3 - Timer, the inputs  OPEN  or CLOSE  can be used 
to interrupt the timing in progress. To do this just apply a pulse to one of the inputs. It is 
recommended that the chosen port is the same as the valve position (for example, use 
input port OPEN  if the valve if opened during the timing event).
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4.5 Operating mode #4 - Slave

The operating mode #4, known as Slave, changes the valve position only by the signals 
applied to the digital inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  (see chapter “3.6 Automation inputs and 
outputs”, page 31 for details).

In this configuration, the sensor input, the open delay timer (tA), the close delay timer (tF) 
and the maximum inactivity timer (tI) remains disabled. 

This operating mode is indicated for integration of the P10 valve to an existing automation 
system, where all the logic and timing is performed by an external controller.

To select this mode, set the dip-switches 1-2-3 to position (1)-(1)-(1).

In the absence of signals at both inputs  OPEN  and CLOSE , the valve assumes the condition 
defined by dip-switch #8 (normally closed or normally opened).

Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32 show the basic timing diagram of Mode #4 - Slave. The 
diagrams show two switching cycles, one typical and the other in violation of the required 
time for valve commutation (tC).

tC tC tC tC

Figure 4-31. Time diagram Mode #4 - Slave (DIP8=0, normally closed and input CLOSE Inactive)

tC tC tC tC

Figure 4-32. Time diagram Mode #4 - Slave (DIP8=1, normally opened and input OPEN Inactive)
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4.6 Self-diagnosis

The P10 smart valve performs several functional tests after power up. These tests are 
designed to verify the firmware integrity and proper operation of several internal 
submodules.

If any problem is detected, an LED indication on the front panel will stay blinking, alerting 
the user, as indicated in Table 4-3. In this condition the firmware may be able to keep the 
valve in operation; however, it is recommended to send the equipment to Metrolog for 
evaluation.

Signaling Meaning

 Preventive maintenance recommended (see “4.7 Preventive 
maintenance”, page 56).

 Internal problem detected during self-diagnosis.
(contact Metrolog technical support)

Caption:  = Led continuously on and  = Led blinking

Table 4-3. Preventive maintenance signaling LED

4.7 Preventive maintenance

The P10 smart valve records internally the number of hours the equipment is running and 
the number of cycles performed by its pneumatic valve.

If the internal hour meter reaches 20,000 hours, or the valve reaches 2.5 million 
commutations, the front panel LED indication will be activated, as indicated in Table 4-3.

The signaling for preventive maintenance does not limit or block the vale use, serving 
only as a reminder for a scheduled shutdown. The equipment must be sent to Metrolog 
for service.
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5.1 Example #1 - P10 valve with manual air plug gauge

One of the simplest applications of air-electronic measurement consists of a measuring 
equipment and a manual plug gauge for inspection of an internal diameter.

In this example, the P10 valve is used to release the compressed air only when the 
measuring plug is removed from the rest support. In addition, the P10 valve monitors 
user inactivity and automatically blocks the compressed air, if required.

Figure 5-1. Application example #1 - P10 valve with manual air plug gauge

Figure 5-1 shows the recommended assembly. The P10 valve must be installed between 
the air-electronic equipment and the measuring tool. The measuring gauge and rest 
support are special components manufactured according to the part geometry and other 
requirements of the measuring cell. The part list is shown in Table 5-4.

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(b) Metrolog M20-1P air-electronic measurement column
www.metrolog.net/m20p

(c) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d)
Rest support for the plug gage.
Includes Metrolog IS101 inductive proximity sensor
www.metrolog.net/p10

(e) Manual plug gage

Table 5-4. Application example #1 - Part list

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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Figure 5-2 details the sensor electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to 
supply the P10 valve with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for 
details). 
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Figure 5-2. Application example #1 - Electrical connection diagram

The suggested P10 valve setup is listed in Table 5-5.

It is recommended to adjust the open delay timer to release the compressed air only 
when the plug gauge is properly positioned on the inspected part. This contributes air 
waste reduction while the operator is handling and positioning the plug gauge.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (0) = Mode #1 - Follower
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = (1) = Inverted sensor signal
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Set to zero. Air block will occur as soon as the gauge is returned 
to the rest support.

Open delay timer

Suggested open delay with the time required for gage removal 
from the rest support and initial measurement positioning. If 
set to zero the valve will release air as soon as the plug gage is 
removed from the rest support.

Maximum inactivity timer Suggested time around 10 times the total time spent per 
measurement cycle.

Table 5-5. Application example #1 - Suggested configuration

P10
Valve

Metrolog IS101 
inductive 
proximity sensor
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5.2 Example #2 - P10 valve with air plug gauge on fixture

Analogous to the example of section 5.1, this application consists of measuring equipment, 
and an air plug fixed on a base for internal diameter inspection.

In this example, the P10 valve is used to release the compressed air only when the part is 
inserted into the air plug gauge. In addition, the P10 valve monitors user inactivity and 
automatically blocks the compressed air, if required.

Figure 5-3. Application example #2 - P10 valve with air plug gauge on fixture

Figure 5-3 shows the recommended assembly. The P10 valve must be installed between 
the air-electronic equipment and the measuring tool. The measuring gauge, the sensor 
support, and the base fixture are special components manufactured according to the 
part geometry and other requirements of the measuring cell. The part list is shown in 
Table 5-6.

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(b) Metrolog M20-1P air-electronic measurement column
www.metrolog.net/m20p

(c) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d)
Support for proximity sensor positioning
Includes Metrolog CS101 capacitive proximity sensor
www.metrolog.net/p10

(e) Air plug gage on base fixture

Table 5-6. Application example #2 - Part list

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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Figure 5-4 details the sensor electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to 
supply the P10 valve with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for 
details). 
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Figure 5-4. Application example #2 - Electrical connection diagram

The suggested P10 valve configuration is listed in Table 5-7.

It is recommended to adjust the open delay timer to release the compressed air only 
when the part is properly positioned on the air plug. This contributes air waste reduction 
while the operator is handling and positioning the plug gauge.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (0) = Mode #1 - Follower
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = (0) = Sensor signal not inverted
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Set to zero. Air block will occur as soon as the part is removed 
from the air gage.

Open delay timer
Suggested open delay with the time required for part positioning 
on the gage. If set to zero the valve will release air as soon as the 
part is detected by the proximity sensor.

Maximum inactivity timer Suggested time around 10 times the total time spent per 
measurement cycle.

Table 5-7. Application example #2 - Suggested configuration

P10
Valve

Metrolog CS101
capacitive
proximity sensor
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5.3.1 Example #3A - Three air gauge commutation

Parts with multiple characteristics to be measured typically require the use of multiple 
air plugs. In situations where the operator performs the inspections sequentially, it is 
possible to commutate the air gauges and use only one M20-1P column for measurement 
visualization.

In this example the P10 valves are used for detecting when the air gauge is removed from 
the rest support, releasing compressed air and signaling of the configuration in use to the 
Metrolog M20-1P measurement column. The components part list is shown in Table 5-8.

Figure 5-5. Application example #3A - Multiple air gauge commutation

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(b) Metrolog M20-1P air-electronic measurement column
www.metrolog.net/m20p

(c) Three Metrolog P10 smart valves
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d)
Rest supports for the air gages
Includes Metrolog IS101 inductive proximity sensor
www.metrolog.net/p10

(e) Three manual air plug gages

Table 5-8. Application example #3A - Part list

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Figure 5-6 details the sensor electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to 
supply the P10 valve with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for 
details). Interconnecting common reference COM  is optional if all P10 valves share the 
same AC power supply.
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Figure 5-6. Application example #3A - Electrical connection diagram

At rest, when all the air plugs are in their rest supports, the proximity sensors will remain 
on. In this condition, the IN1, IN2 and IN3 inputs of the M20-1P column will remain inactive, 
and the sensor inputs of the P10 valves will remain active. By reversing the signal on the 
P10 valves, by setting the dip-switch DIP7 to (1), the compressed air will be blocked until 
the operator removes one of the air plugs from the rest support.

When the operator removes one of the air plugs for use, the proximity sensor activates the 
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Metrolog IS101
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input IN1, IN2 or IN3 of the M20 column and inactivates the sensor input of the associated 
P10 valve, releasing the compressed air supply.

In the measurement column M20 when the setting System parameters > 10-bit  input 
port is set to MODE 1, the digital inputs IN1 to IN6 automatically change the active product 
configuration based on the binary combination applied to these pins (IN1 represents the 
less significant bit). In this way, the product setup #1, #2, #3 and #5 will be used, as shown 
in Table 5-9.

IN3 IN2 IN1 Activated M20 setup/product

0 0 0 All air plugs at their rest supports
Product #1 configuration will be loaded.

0 0 1 Air plug gage #1 in use.
Product #2 configuration will be loaded.

0 1 0 Air plug gage #2 in use.
Product #3 configuration will be loaded.

1 0 0 Air plug gage #3 in use.
Product #5 configuration will be loaded.

Table 5-9. Application example #3A - M20-1P use settings

Product #1 can be configured to only display a “INATIVE” fixed text, while products #2, #3 
and #5 should be parameterized according to the application requirements.

The suggested P10 valve configuration is listed in Table 5-10.

It is recommended to adjust the open delay timer to release the compressed air only 
when the plug gauge is properly positioned on the inspected part. This contributes air 
waste reduction while the operator is handling and positioning the plug gauge.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (0) = Mode #1 - Follower
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = (1) = Inverted sensor signal
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Set to zero. Air block will occur as soon as the gauge is returned 
to the rest support.

Open delay timer

Suggested open delay with the time required for gage removal 
from the rest support and initial measurement positioning. If 
set to zero the valve will release air as soon as the plug gage is 
removed from the rest support.

Maximum inactivity timer Suggested time around 10 times the total time spent per 
measurement cycle.

Table 5-10. Application example #3A - Suggested configuration
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5.3.2 Example #3B - Four air gauge commutation

Parts with multiple characteristics to be measured typically require the use of multiple 
air plugs. In situations where the operator performs the inspections sequentially, it is 
possible to commutate the air gauges and use only one M20-1P column for measurement 
visualization.

In this example the P10 valves are used for detecting when the air gauge is removed from 
the rest support, releasing compressed air and signaling of the configuration in use to the 
Metrolog M20-1P measurement column. The components part list is shown in Table 5-11.

Figure 5-7. Application example #3B - Multiple air gauge commutation

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(b) Metrolog M20-1P air-electronic measurement column
www.metrolog.net/m20p

(c) Four Metrolog P10 smart valves
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d)
Rest supports for the air gages
Includes Metrolog IS101 inductive proximity sensor
www.metrolog.net/p10

(e) Four manual air plug gages

Table 5-11. Application example #3B - Part list

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Figure 5-8. Application example #3B - Electrical connection diagram
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Figure 5-8 details the sensor electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to 
supply the P10 valve with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for 
details). Interconnecting common reference COM  is optional if all P10 valves share the 
same AC power supply.

At rest, when all the air plugs are in their rest supports, the proximity sensors will remain 
on. In this condition, the IN1, IN2, IN3 and IN4 inputs of the M20-1P column will remain 
inactive, and the sensor inputs of the P10 valves will remain active. By reversing the signal 
on the P10 valves, by setting the dip-switch DIP7 to (1), the compressed air will be blocked 
until the operator removes one of the air plugs from the rest support.

When the operator removes one of the air plugs for use, the proximity sensor activates 
the input IN1, IN2, IN3 or IN4 of the M20 column and inactivates the sensor input of the 
associated P10 valve, releasing the compressed air supply.

In the measurement column M20 when the setting System parameters > 10-bit  input 
port is set to MODE 1, the digital inputs IN1 to IN6 automatically change the active product 
configuration based on the binary combination applied to these pins (IN1 represents the 
less significant bit). In this way, the product setup #1, #2, #3, #5 and #9 will be used, as 
shown in Table 5-12.

IN4 IN3 IN2 IN1 Activated M20 setup/product

0 0 0 0 All air plugs at their rest supports
Product #1 configuration will be loaded.

0 0 0 1 Air plug gage #1 in use.
Product #2 configuration will be loaded.

0 0 1 0 Air plug gage #2 in use.
Product #3 configuration will be loaded.

0 1 0 0 Air plug gage #3 in use.
Product #5 configuration will be loaded.

1 0 0 0 Air plug gage #4 in use.
Product #9 configuration will be loaded.

Table 5-12. Application example #3B - M20-1P use settings

Product #1 can be configured to only display a “INATIVE” fixed text, while products #2, 
#3 and #5 should be parameterized according to the application requirements. Products 
#4, #6, #7, #8, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15 and #16 may be configured to display a fixed 
“ERROR” text, indicating to the use that two or more gages were removed from the rest 
supports at once.

The suggested P10 valve configuration is listed in Table 5-13.

It is recommended to adjust the open delay timer to release the compressed air only 
when the plug gauge is properly positioned on the inspected part. This contributes air 
waste reduction while the operator is handling and positioning the plug gauge.
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Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (0) = Mode #1 - Follower
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = (1) = Inverted sensor signal
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Set to zero. Air block will occur as soon as the gauge is returned 
to the rest support.

Open delay timer

Suggested open delay with the time required for gage removal 
from the rest support and initial measurement positioning. If 
set to zero the valve will release air as soon as the plug gage is 
removed from the rest support.

Maximum inactivity timer Suggested time around 10 times the total time spent per 
measurement cycle.

Table 5-13. Application example #3B - Suggested configuration
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5.4 Example #4 - Multiple circuit commutation

In this example, four P10 valves are used in sync for control of the compressed air supplied 
to a 4-circuit measuring plug. The release and blocking are accomplished through the 
momentary touch button. In addition, a 3-position switch is installed for permanent valve 
commutation, if necessary.

Figure 5-9. Application example #4 - Synchronous commutation of multiple pneumatic 
measuring circuits

Reference Component

(a) Metrolog REG-STK4 filters and pressure regulators assembly
www.metrolog.net/sd20p

(b) Metrolog SD20p-1Vpp/TTL-STK4 4 channel signal conditioners
www.metrolog.net/sd20p

(c) 4 Metrolog P10 smart valves
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d) Heidenhain Gage-Chek display unit
(e) Manual 4-circuit air plug gage

(f) Metrolog PB101 push button switch
www.metrolog.net/p10

(g) Metrolog SK101 3-position selector switch
www.metrolog.net/p10

Table 5-14. Application example #4 - Part list

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
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The measurement system consists of a set of Metrolog SD20p-1Vpp/TTL signal 
conditioners and a Heidenhain Gauge-Chek display, as shown in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-10 details the electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to supply 
the P10 valves with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for details). 
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Figure 5-10. Application example #4 - Electrical connection diagram
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In this example, the master valve is set to Mode #2 - Bistable, and the valve commutes 
position for each pulse generated by the control button.

The selector switch connected to the inputs OPEN  and CLOSE  (optional component) 
allows the valves to be held continuously at a open or a close position. This feature is 
especially useful during system debugging or maintenance operations.

The slave valves are connected in series. The signal SINC  from a valve is connected to the 
OPEN  input of the next valve. All P10 valves must share the connection COM .

The suggested configuration for the Master P10 valve is listed in Table 5-15.
The suggested configuration for the Slaves P10 valves is listed in Table 5-16.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (1) (0) = Mode #2 - Biestable
DIP4 = (0) = Debounce enabled
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = (0) = Signal edge sensitivity to rising edge
DIP7 = (0) = Sensor signal not inverted
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Set to zero. The compressed air will be blocked as soon as the 
operator presses the push button.

Open delay timer Set to zero. The compressed air will be released as soon as the 
operator presses the push button.

Maximum inactivity timer
Suggested time around 10 times the total time spent per 
measurement cycle. The valves will block the air supply 
automatically after this timer timeout.

Table 5-15. Application example #4 - Suggested configuration for the master P10 valve

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (1) (1) (1) = Mode #4 - Slave
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = N/U
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Timer inactive when using Mode #4 - Slave
Open delay timer Timer inactive when using Mode #4 - Slave

Maximum inactivity timer Timer inactive when using Mode #4 - Slave

Table 5-16. Application example #4 - Suggested configuration for the slave P10 valves
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5.5 Example #5 - Timed air supply

In this example, a P10 valve is used for timing the compressed air supply to a coordinate 
measuring machine (CMM). The compressed air is released by pressing the push button 
and the air is blocked  automatically after the set time has elapsed.

A

Figure 5-11. Application example #5 - Timed air supply

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(c) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(c) Metrolog PB101 push button switch
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d) Metrolog PB101 push button switch
www.metrolog.net/p10

(e) Coordinate measuring machine (CMM) or
other equipment that requires a compressed air supply

Table 5-17. Application example #5 - Part list

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Figure 5-12 details the electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to supply 
the P10 valves with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for details). 

CLOSE
I S

COM 

+24VAUX

Figure 5-12. Application example #5 - Electrical connection diagram

In this assembly, the push button connected to the P10 sensor input port will be used to 
trigger the valve opening and timer start. The button connected to the input CLOSE  will 
allow the operator to stop the timer and close the compressed air supply.

The suggested P10 configuration is listed in Table 5-18.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (1) = Mode #3 - Timer
DIP4 = (0) = Debounce active
DIP5 = (0) = Timer restart not allowed
DIP6 = (0) = Signal edge sensitivity to rising edge
DIP7 = (0) = Sensor signal not inverted
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Do not apply when Mode #3 - Timer and 
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed is set.

Open delay timer Set to zero. The compressed air will be released as soon as the 
operator presses the push button.

Maximum inactivity timer Time the P10 valve will remain supplying compressed air.

Table 5-18. Application example #5 - Suggested configuration

It is recommended to set the timer for a full shift (4 or 8 hours, for example) to avoid 
frequent air supply interruptions

P1
0 

va
lv

e

Metrolog PB101
push button
(starts timing)

Metrolog PB101
push button
(aborts timing)
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5.6 Example #6 - Air supply with motion detection sensor

In this example, a P10 valve is used for timing the compressed air supply to a coordinate 
measuring machine (CMM). The compressed air is released by the signal from a motion 
detection sensor (PIR).

A

Figure 5-13. Application example #6 - Air supply control with motion detection sensor

Reference Component
(a) Metrolog F1 compressed air filters

(c) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(c) Metrolog SK101 3-position selector switch
www.metrolog.net/p10

(d) Motion detection sensor (PIR)

(e) Coordinate measuring machine (CMM) or
other equipment that requires a compressed air supply

Table 5-19. Application example #6 - Part list

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Compressed
air

supply
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Figure 5-14 details the electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to supply 
the P10 valves with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for details) 
and connect the PIR motion sensor to the appropriate power supply.

I S

COM 

+24VAUX

OPEN

CLOSE

PIR

PWR

Figure 5-14. Application example #6 - Electrical connection diagram

In this assembly, the motion sensor (with relay output) is connected to the P10 sensor 
input port. When motion is detected, the sensor signals the valve to start or restart the 
timer, and the valve release the compressed air supply.

In addition a 3-position switch, Metrolog SK101, is connected the OPEN  and CLOSE  
inputs. In its central position, the P10 valve will normally function as a timer, observing 
signals from the connected motion sensor. In the other two positions, it will commutate 
the valve to continuously opened or continuously closed positions.

The suggested P10 configuration is listed in Table 5-20.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (1) = Mode #3 - Timer
DIP4 = (1) = Debounce inactive
DIP5 = (1) = Timer restart allowed
DIP6 = (0) = Signal edge sensitivity to rising edge
DIP7 = (0) = Sensor signal not inverted
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Do not apply when Mode #3 - Timer and 
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed is set.

Open delay timer Set to zero. The compressed air will be released as soon as the 
motion sensor signals the P10 valve.

Maximum inactivity timer Time the P10 valve will remain supplying compressed air.

Table 5-20. Application example #6 - Suggested configuration

P1
0 

Va
lv

e

Motion detection sensor (PIR)

Metrolog SK101
selector switch
(disable timer)
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5.7 Example #7 - P10 valve with through-beam sensor

In this example a through-beam photoelectric sensor, Metrolog PMB101, is used to release 
the compressed air at the moment the operator interrupts the sensor beam.

Connected to a P10 valve is a measuring system using SD20p-1Vpp/TTL signal conditioners 
and Heidenhain ND287 display.

Figure 5-15. Application example #7 - P10 valve with through-beam sensor

Figure 5-15 shows the recommended assembly. P10 valve is installed at the compressed 
air supply network, before all other components. The component part list is shown in 
Table 5-21.

Reference Component

(a) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(b) Metrolog REG-STK2 filters and pressure regulators assembly
www.metrolog.net/sd20p

(c) Metrolog SD20p-1Vpp/TTL-STK2 2 channel signal conditioners
www.metrolog.net/sd20p

(d) 2-circuit manual air plug gage
(e) 2 Heidenhain ND287 digital indicators

(f) Metrolog PMB101 through-beam photoelectric sensor
www.metrolog.net/p10

Table 5-21. Application example #7 - Part list

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
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Figure 5-16 details the electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to supply 
the P10 valves with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for details). 

I S

COM 

+24VAUX

Figure 5-16. Application example #7 - Electrical connection diagram

The suggested P10 configuration is listed in Table 5-22.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (0) (0) (1) = Mode #3 - Timer
DIP4 = (1) = Debounce inactive
DIP5 = (1) = Timer restart allowed
DIP6 = (0) = Signal edge sensitivity to rising edge
DIP7 = (0) = Sensor signal not inverted
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Do not apply when Mode #3 - Timer and 
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed is set.

Open delay timer Set to zero. Compressed air release will occur at the moment the 
valve receives a signal from the presence sensor.

Maximum inactivity timer Suggested sufficient time to absorb rapid operator absences (10 
to 30 minutes).

Table 5-22. Application example #7 - Suggested configuration

P10 VALVE POSITION

In measurement systems, it is allowed to install the P10 valve before the 
instrumentation pressure regulators only for air waste protection due to user 
inactivity. In this type of implementation, the operator must carry out system zero 
referencing after each air release event, followed by continuous use until detection 
of excessive inactivity timeout. Multiple measuring channels can be controlled with 
only one P10 valve, as shown in Figure 5-15.

In case it is necessary to control the compressed air during the measurement 
cycle (part switching, for example), it is necessary to install the P10 valve after the 
instrumentation pressure regulators, preferably between the measuring system and 
the pneumatic air gauge. In this type of implementation one P10 valve is required 
for each pneumatic measuring circuit.

P10
Valve

Through-beam photoelectric sensor
Metrolog PMB101

!
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5.8 Example #8 - P10 valve integration with a PLC

This example demonstrates the basic integration of the P10 valve with a process logic 
controller (PLC), as shown in Figure 5-17.

Figure 5-17. Application example #8 - P10 valve integration with a PLC

Reference Component

(a) Metrolog P10 smart valve
www.metrolog.net/p10

(b) Pneumatic automation to be controlled by the valve
(c) Process logic controller

Table 5-23. Application example #8 - Part list

Figure 5-18 details the electrical connection diagram. In addition, it is necessary to supply 
the P10 valves with AC or DC power (see chapter “3.3 Power supply”, page 24, for details). 

With valve P10 set to normally closed condition (DIP8 = 0), the minimum connection 
requirements is the common supply rail, COM , and an PLC output port connected to the 
P10 valve OPEN  input port.

If the valve is set to normally opened condition (DIP8 = 1), the input CLOSE   can be used 
instead of the input OPEN .

The output SINC  can be connected to a PLC input port for monitoring the actual valve 
position.

For details on the P10 inputs and outputs refer to chapter   “3.6 Automation inputs and 
outputs”, page 31.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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CO
M

 

COM 

SI
N

C

OUT

O
PE

N

CL
O

SE

PLC
Figure 5-18. Application example #8 - Electrical connection diagram

The suggested P10 configuration is listed in Table 5-24.

Adjustment Notes

Dip-switches

(1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(0)

DIP1-2-3 = (1) (1) (1) = Mode #4 - Slave
DIP4 = N/U
DIP5 = N/U
DIP6 = N/U
DIP7 = N/U
DIP8 = (0) = Valve normally closed

Close delay timer Timer inactive when Mode #4 - Slave is in use
Open delay timer Timer inactive when Mode #4 - Slave is in use

Maximum inactivity timer Timer inactive when Mode #4 - Slave is in use

Table 5-24. Application example #8 - Suggested configuration

P10
Valve
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